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Matt Zangl – Director 
Jefferson County Planning and Zoning 
311 S. Center Ave, Room 201 
Jefferson, WI 53549 
 

Paul Chellevold 
SRF Consulting Group 
6720 Frank Lloyd Wright Ave, Suite 100 
Middleton, WI 53562 

 
February 12, 2021 
 
Re:  Jefferson County Farmland Preservation Plan Proof of Adoption  
 
Dear Matt and Paul:  
 
Thank you for sending proof of adoption from the County Board meeting, dated February 9, 2021, adopting the 
Jefferson County Farmland Preservation Plan in the form certified by DATCP on January 29, 2021. This 
completes the certification process. Certification of the plan expires on December 31, 2031. 
 
We look forward to working with you in the future on farmland preservation in Jefferson County.  If you have 
any questions, feel free to contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Tim Jackson  
Farmland Preservation Program 
608-224-4630 
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CHAPTER 1 – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose and Scope
The Jefferson County Agricultural Preservation and Land Use Plan update provided an opportunity for the county to 

review and refine its agricultural preservation policies and approach to respond to current input and needs. The plan 

provides a vision and guidelines for growth, development, and land preservation in the county over the next decade 

and beyond. It focuses on Jefferson County’s land use planning and zoning approach to farmland preservation. The 

plan functions as the primary policy document, defining direction for how farmland and resources should be 

preserved. The plan is also designed to accommodate growth and development in planned locations, forms, and 

densities that meet the goals and direction of the county and its local jurisdiction partners. The overarching objective 

is to contribute to the high quality of life and prosperity of the county as a whole and the many local jurisdictions 

within it. 

This Agricultural Preservation and Land Use Plan is the county’s third iteration. The initial plan was developed in 1999, 

and an update followed in 2012. The 2012 update was able to maintain much of the policy direction and guidance 

from the original document. Similarly, this update to the Agricultural Preservation and Land Use Plan was able to 

analyze the 2012 plan and assess needed updates to reflect current public input and direction of the Comprehensive 

Plan Update. The process used to update this plan is outlined throughout, however through the process, it was 

determined that:

The previous plan was still relevant, applicable and purposeful, though tweaks and updates were needed.

Updates should be made to the vision and goals to align with community input. 

County-wide zoning as it currently exists, should be maintained. 

Agricultural History
Jefferson County residents have a strong connection to the county’s agricultural foundation. Many residents are 

connected to the agricultural economy or appreciate the character of place associated with agricultural uses. The 

county’s history in agriculture is similar to the history of agriculture throughout the Midwest and is evident throughout 

southern Wisconsin. From herds of cattle and other livestock to acres of crop land, agricultural practice is apparent. 

While the region has a strong agricultural foundation, urban growth pressures continue to result in the conversion of 

farmland to other uses. While this conversion supports housing and economic development opportunities, it should be 

balanced and thoughtfully planned.  

Importance of Agriculture
Jefferson County connects with its strong history of agricultural heritage, identity and economic future. There are over 

220,000 acres of land identified as in use by a farm according to the 2017 Agricultural Census. The county is ranked 

among the top Wisconsin counites for production of poultry and eggs in 2017, recording sales of over $110 million. 

Jefferson County is committed to agricultural preservation. Beginning in the mid-1970’s the county was an early leader 

in farmland preservation efforts in the state. The program was strengthened through administration and additional 

planning in the 1990’s and 2000’s. Current efforts have continued to reinforce the strong desire for active 

preservation of farmland. The county continues to use the Purchase of Agricultural Conservation Easement (PACE) 

program, among other activities, to preserve land for agricultural use.  

Planning Under Working Lands Law
Under the Wisconsin Working Lands Law (Ch. 91 Wis. Stats.), each county is required to create a State-certified 

farmland preservation plan. The updated Agricultural Preservation and Land Use Plan fulfills this requirement and
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includes all required components under the law. It is also included as a component of the Jefferson County 

Comprehensive Plan, which is prepared and adopted under Ch. 66.1001 Wis. Stats. As a critical component of the 

larger Comprehensive Plan, the Agricultural Preservation and Land Use Plan is consistent with the themes and visions 

identified within. 

Achieving the vision and goals identified in this plan is dependent on Jefferson County’s land use and development 

policies, decisions of town, village, and city governments, farmers and farm-related businesses, and other agricultural 

stakeholders and landowners. To accomplish the vision and goals set forth in this document, numerous 

implementation tools have been detailed and will need to be executed collaboratively. As required by the Working 

Lands Law, zoning ordinance amendments will be completed soon after plan adoption. 

Agricultural Preservation and Land Use Plan Definitions
There are several key terms that are used to describe and regulate the county’s preservation planning within this 

document. These key terms are used throughout many elements of the preservation plan and are defined below.1

Planningg Horizon 

The general timeline used throughout the planning process. This plan is intended to guide 

farmland preservation decision making for the next 15 years, or through 2035. Note: 

Farmland Preservation Plans are certified in ten-year increments, therefore until 2030.  

Rurall Character 

Rural Character is used to define the varied community character throughout Jefferson 

County. This includes the existing character found throughout the county, including the crop 

fields and farms within a town, the clustered development of a rural hamlet, the residential 

areas surrounding a lake, or the urban development of a city or village. Rural Character does 

not define a singular look or feel but should support the existing character of the 

surrounding area and build on the foundation of the community to support future direction. 

Primee Farmland 

Areas defined with Class I or Class II soils per the Soil Survey of Jefferson County, Wisconsin, 

along with lands with Class III soils which exhibit prime farmland capabilities similar to Class 

I and II soils, as defined within this plan.

Agriculturall 

Producingg Lands 

Areas of land that contain an existing agricultural use that provides productive yields to 

support that agricultural use. 

Longg Rangee Urbann 

Servicee Area 

A geographic area delineated around a municipality (city or village) where a broad range of 

urban service areas (including sanitary sewer, water, and emergency services) are either 

currently available or are planned to be available as development occurs. 

Limitedd Servicee 

Area 

A geographic area delineated around a rural hamlet or rural development area where a 

range of limited public services are currently available or plan to be available as 

development occurs. Sanitary sewer service must be a service provided in this area.

Rurall Hamlets 

A collection of small-scale, usually older buildings in a town, often located at or near the 

crossroads of two rural highways, and typically including some mix of residential and non-

residential uses.

Rurall 

Developmentt Area 

A geographic area defining an existing center of development outside of a city, village, or 

rural hamlet that is over 50 acres in size and is included with a limited service area where 

limited public services are available. 

1 Note: Several of these definitions are taken directly from Wisconsin State Statutes or are included in the Jefferson County

Zoning Ordinance. In the event of conflicting language between two documents, this plan takes precedence.  

JEFFERSONN COUNTYY AGRICULTURALL PRESERVATIONN ANDD LANDD USEE PLANN 
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Environmentall 

Corridors 

Key elements of the county’s natural resources system including Wisconsin Department of 

Natural Resources (WDNR) delineated wetlands, 100-year floodplains, publicly owned parks, 

upland woods, areas of greater than 20 percent slopes, and wildlife habitat areas. 

15-Yearr Growthh 

Area 

Unincorporated lands that have been identified for non-agricultural growth, such as 

residential subdivisions, commercial and retail centers, or industrial development, within the 

planning horizon of the Agricultural Preservation and Land Use Plan. These areas may 

include identified growth areas for municipalities and growth areas for rural development 

centers, rural hamlets, or small scattered rural growth areas.  

Farmlandd 

Preservationn Area 

Areas of existing agricultural uses or agricultural-related uses, that are actively used for 

farming and are considered agricultural producing lands, that should be preserved for 

agricultural or agricultural-related uses through the planning horizon of the Agricultural

Preservation and Land Use Plan. 

Agriculturall 

Accessoryy 

Structure 

A building, structure, or improvement that is an integral part of, or is incidental to, an 

agricultural use on the same farm. Agricultural Accessory structures include, but are not 

limited to:

o A facility used to store or process raw agricultural commodities, all of which are 

produced on the farm. 

o A facility used to keep livestock on the farm, subject to other quantitative 

thresholds within this Ordinance, which may require a conditional use permit if 

such thresholds are exceeded. 

o A facility used to store or process inputs primarily for agricultural uses on the farm. 

o A wind turbine or solar energy facility that collects wind or solar energy on the farm 

and uses or transforms it to provide energy primarily for use on the farm. 

o A manure digester, bio-fuel facility, or other facility that produces energy from 

materials grown or produced on the farm, primarily for use on the farm. 

o An Animal Waste Storage Facility, subject to the Jefferson County Animal Waste 

Storage and Nutrient Management Ordinance. 

o Up to three semi-trailers or truck boxes used for the storage of agricultural 

equipment, supplies, or products on A-1 zoned property of 35 or more contiguous 

acres in the same ownership (for the purposes of this provision, a road shall not be 

considered a divider of contiguity). Normal setbacks and permits shall be required 

for trailers and truck boxes used for storage of agricultural equipment.

Agriculture-

Relatedd Use 

An agricultural equipment dealership, facility providing agricultural supplies, facility for 

storing or processing agricultural products, or facility for processing agricultural wastes, 

except for facilities intended to convert agricultural products to energy as a principal use 

and primarily serving entities outside the premises; agricultural chemical dealers and/or 

storage facilities; commercial dairies; commercial food processing facilities; canning and 

other food packaging facilities; sawmills; de-barking operations; and chipping facilities.

Farm 

A parcel or parcels of land where the majority of the land is used for growing farm products, 

such as vegetables, trees (e.g., orchard), and grain, and/or the raising of the farm animals, 

from which at least $6,000 of gross farm revenue in the prior full calendar year (or $18,000 

total over the last 3 years) have been earned or where the land is enrolled in a farm 

commodity or conservation program, and typically operated as a single business venture 

distinct from other farms. Also referred to as a “farm operation.”

P. App. 9
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155 YEARR GROWTHH 

DEFINITION

Unincorporated lands that have been identified for non-agricultural growth, such 

as residential subdivisions, commercial and retail centers, or industrial 

development, within the planning horizon of the Agricultural Preservation and 

Land Use Plan. These areas may include identified growth areas for 

municipalities and growth areas for rural development centers, rural hamlets, or 

small scattered rural growth areas.* 

*Note that, by definition, 15 Year Growth areas should not include Farmland

Preservation Areas. In the event the growth boundaries planned by a City or

Village contain land the County has designated as Farmland Preservation, the

respective jurisdiction will need to revise their growth boundary based on the

updated Farmland Preservation areas. In the event of conflict, land zoned as

Farmland Preservation succeeds land designated as a 15 Year Growth Area.

PURPOSE

Coordinate growth and development planning between towns and

incorporated municipalities.

Design and locate housing in rural areas in a manner that minimizes

adverse impacts on agriculture and maintains the rural character in

Jefferson County.

Encourage higher-density residential development, particularly in areas

where public utilities will be available.

Encourage nonagricultural-related businesses and industries to locate

in areas where public utilities will be available.

Designate lands intended for non-agricultural development within the

planning horizon in something other than a Farmland Preservation Area,

as required under the State’s Working Lands law. The significance of

this requirement is that such lands—designated as 15 Year Growth Area

within this Plan—may not be zoned in a certified farmland preservation

zoning district (e.g., the County’s A-1 district). Therefore, the owners of

such lands may not collect farmland preservation tax credits. The

rationale for this is that such owners presumably have shorter-term

opportunities to realize non-farm returns from their land via

development, and that limited State resources should be committed to

other areas where there is more uniform commitment to long-term

farmland preservation.

MAPPING CRITERIA

Process

Review all adopted town, city, and village comprehensive plans within

Jefferson County and relevant neighboring counties. Focus on future

land use maps and policies, including planned city and village growth

areas outside of current city and village limits.

Analyze future land use demand projections for each city, village and

town comprehensive plans. Under Wisconsin’s comprehensive planning

law, local comprehensive plans are required to include land use

demand projects for a 15-year planning period, with projections broken

into 5-year increments. This generally allows for access to 15-year land

use demand projections.

Analyze available undeveloped but developable land within city and

village boundaries to identify population growth which can be

P. App. 10
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4. Encourage cities/villages and towns to enter into intergovernmental boundary and land use agreements on a 

voluntary basis to address annexation and development issues within delineated Urban Service Areas.

Policies for City and Village Consideration 
1. Adopt staging or phasing plans for the expansion of public facilities and development within Urban Service 

Areas. 

2. Phase development of land within each Urban Service Area in a manner that focuses growth in areas and types 

that relate to reasonable land use demand projections; advances the vision of this Plan; and can be most 

efficiently served by urban utilities, roads, community facilities, and other urban public services.

3. Through the plan horizon, allow urban development (i.e., connected to public sanitary sewer and water services) 

only in those portions of Urban Service Areas that are also designated as a 15 Year Growth Area, and also utilize 

policies applicable to the 15 Year Growth Area in such cases.

Limitedd Servicee Areaa 
1. Direct moderate density development desiring a more rural location—including smaller subdivisions and limited 

commercial and industrial uses—into Limited Service Areas.

2. Require that all future development within each Limited Service Area be connected to the sanitary sewer system 

unless the affected sanitary district approves individual exceptions after communicating with the County. 

Require any permitted rural (unsewered) development in such cases to be designed in a manner to not impede 

the orderly future development of the surrounding area with development with sanitary sewer service in the 

future. 

3. Through 2026, allow urban (sewered) development only to those portions of Limited Service Areas that are also 

designated as a 15 Year Growth Area, and utilize policies applicable to the 15 Year Growth Area in such cases.

4. Strongly discourage “pre-zoning” lands for development within Limited Service Areas in advance of 

development proposals, except where development-based zoning had already been provided. Instead, require 

the submittal and detailed understanding of specific development proposals and its designation within a 15 Year 

Growth Area before supporting the rezoning of land within a Limited Service Area to the appropriate 

development-based zoning district.

5. Encourage the best use of land within Limited Service Areas, recognizing the limits to services available in such 

areas and developable area. Consider the allowed lot sizes and uses and required services or utilities.  

6. Maintain the quality and efficiency of wastewater treatment plants and consider the capacity of treatment plants 

and conveyance systems before approving new development.

7. Consider town comprehensive plans for guidance on the types of future development (e.g., residential, 

commercial), associated zoning, and design standards to support within each mapped Limited Service Area.

Rurall Hamlett 
1. Through the plan horizon, consider development beyond levels applicable within the Farmland Preservation 

Area only in those portions of each Rural Hamlet that are also designated as a 15 Year Growth Area, and utilize 

policies applicable to the 15 Year Growth Area in such cases.

2. Within those portions of a Rural Hamlet that are not also within a 15 Year Growth Area, allow development only 

of the type and density allowed under the Farmland Preservation Area future land use category, until such time 

as the affected land is redesignated to be within the 15 Year Growth Area.

3. Before amending this Plan to designate additional lands within a Rural Hamlet as a 15 Year Growth Area, require 

the associated town to prepare and have approved by the town and county a detailed plan for the hamlet and 

expansion area, including the following components:

a. Desired scale and character of hamlet and its building and uses, including efforts to promote sustainable 

development.

P. App. 11
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·1· ·and many other times besides.

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Uh-huh.

·3· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· In the last four years

·4· ·since the buildings have been here, I saw one boat

·5· ·going in, and he was pulled off the road.· It wasn't

·6· ·one of the big ones.· It was just a normal boat.· And

·7· ·as you can see, it's right near that intersection.· So

·8· ·the speed in that area should not be more than 25 miles

·9· ·an hour because they're just picking up speed to take

10· ·off or declining your speed to approach Highway F

11· ·there.· So it's not a highway hazard.

12· · · · · · ·As far as the lighting aspect, all the lights

13· ·are mounted on the site front of the buildings to the

14· ·ground.

15· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Uh-huh.

16· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· There are no light poles,

17· ·you know, shining in front of anything.· So, you know,

18· ·that's not a problem anymore than all of the farms

19· ·around who have mercury lights on their property, okay?

20· ·So, you know what, this was a commonsense issue that

21· ·Bill and I both felt, well, this could work.· So that's

22· ·-- any other questions?

23· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· From -- from my standpoint,

24· ·I -- I agree with you, you know, absolutely.· And when

25· ·we looked at the property, it seemed like a natural
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·1· ·there between two -- you know, but again, I -- and --

·2· ·and I would be fine if the Town Board would approve it,

·3· ·but I think the Town Board is in violation of their own

·4· ·plan.· And -- and if they want to do this, amend the

·5· ·plan, and then we can do it.· Because I can't sit here

·6· ·as a Zoning Committee and having, in our plan saying,

·7· ·we honor the plans --

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Yeah.

·9· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· -- of the towns.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Uh-huh.

11· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· If the board over there

12· ·wants to choose to violate their own law, that's their

13· ·business; but not -- I'm not going to do it.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Yeah, uh-huh.· They're going

15· ·to have up to eight more of these buildings there.

16· ·That's what --

17· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Yeah.

18· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Up to eight.

19· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Yeah.· And -- and I agree to

20· ·it.· It's a natural, it's good for them.· They can

21· ·still -- so I have no problems with -- with -- with

22· ·rezoning it, but I don't -- I won't violate the plan.

23· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Right, yeah, I agree.

24· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· And I -- for all the reasons

25· ·that Lloyd said, I agree with you, those are all good
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·1· ·reasons; and those are all good reasons to amend your

·2· ·plan.

·3· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· Send it back.

·4· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Right.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Yeah, I mean, my -- my

·6· ·comment is I think it's totally natural to go that way.

·7· ·I mean, we always tell everybody, no matter what we're

·8· ·rezoning, to try to cluster things.· So to me that

·9· ·totally fit the idea, regardless of anybody's personal

10· ·financial issues or not, it fits, at least to my

11· ·thought.· I don't know, does the Town not have an

12· ·exception in their plan for, you know, growth at all?

13· ·That -- that's what hits me funny.

14· · · · · · ·I think most towns have that in their plans,

15· ·that there is allowable growth.· I mean, you look at

16· ·the rest of it, and it's all pretty well-built up in

17· ·there.· You -- you -- you can't squeeze it --

18· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Right.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· -- somewhere else within the

20· ·hamlet, so I think they got --

21· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· I mean, yeah, I agree with

22· ·you, George.· They've got plenty of reason to amend

23· ·their plan.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· I -- yeah.· I --

25· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· I mean, the -- the whole
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·1· ·list that Lloyd gave, and I agree with you.· Just do

·2· ·that, and then we can approve it.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· I mean, normally -- normally

·4· ·other than, how do I want to say, the -- the Plan

·5· ·Committee's opposition to it, I mean, a few of the

·6· ·neighbors that are only citing the -- the plan; to me

·7· ·it doesn't hold a lot of water, because we would -- we

·8· ·were to approve an A-2 zone like that as long as it was

·9· ·like that in any other jurisdiction throughout the

10· ·county.

11· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Uh-huh.

12· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· We -- we would -- we wouldn't

13· ·even second guess this.

14· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Uh-huh.

15· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· So I -- I -- I absolutely have

16· ·no problems with it just for the functionality of the

17· ·way it is designed and -- and looks.· I mean, they

18· ·said, you know, I guess, you know, we're -- I'm just

19· ·talking the rezone right now, but if we got into the

20· ·conditional use, I mean, they're basically bending over

21· ·backwards saying they'll do whatever it takes to --

22· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Uh-huh.

23· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· -- you know, make it --

24· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Yeah.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· -- work.
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·1· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· And just wanted to

·2· ·comment that I just -- those are comments that have to

·3· ·be brought up at our Town meeting.· I -- you know,

·4· ·someone said they've been there for four years.  I

·5· ·didn't think it was that long.· But I've never had a

·6· ·complaint of any type.· They operate a fantastic

·7· ·business.

·8· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Yeah.· And I guess that's --

·9· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZALSTROW:· Our -- our --

10· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· -- you know --

11· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZALSTROW:· -- hamlet plan is very

12· ·small --

13· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Uh-huh.

14· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZALSTROW:· -- very limited.

15· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Uh-huh.

16· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZALSTROW:· And part of the hamlet

17· ·is that mountain that you see on the --

18· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Yeah.

19· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· -- right side.

20· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Yeah.

21· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Yeah.

22· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· You can't do anything

23· ·with that.

24· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Right, right.

25· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· So there's no flat area
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·1· ·anywhere else.· And then you've got all these highways

·2· ·coming through the hamlet using up space, too.

·3· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Well, and so I say, Lloyd,

·4· ·with all these things, just go back to your Town Board

·5· ·and say, let's amend the plan.

·6· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Well, at the meeting,

·7· ·they said they were draw -- writing a new plan, they

·8· ·were --

·9· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Uh-huh.

10· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· -- working on

11· ·replacing --

12· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Oh, okay.

13· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· -- the plan with a newer

14· ·plan --

15· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Yeah.

16· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· -- weren't they?

17· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR:· (Indiscernible).

18· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Yeah, their plan is "expired."

19· ·They're past their ten-year renewal --

20· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR:· Wow.

21· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· -- and they're in the process of

22· ·working to update their plan.

23· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· So to me, I would just -- I

24· ·-- I wouldn't deny this.· I just, I would postpone this

25· ·until it's -- until the plan is amended.· That's my
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·1· ·motion.

·2· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Yeah.· And I'll second

·3· ·that motion.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Okay.· I'll call the vote on

·5· ·the motion to postpone.· All in favor say aye.

·6· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Aye.

·7· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Aye.

·8· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR FOELKER:· Aye.

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Aye.

10· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· Aye.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Opposed?· Motion carries.

12· ·We're going to leave the conditional use off.· We do

13· ·have the rezone for the farm consolidation for the

14· ·Brunsons, as well, if we're --

15· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Yes.

16· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Yeah, that we can do

17· ·right --

18· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Yeah.

19· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· -- now.

20· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Yeah.

21· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· That's fine.· I'll make a

22· ·motion to approve (indiscernible) on it.

23· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Second.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Any other discussion?· Do you

25· ·want to read your famous words?
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·1· · · · (09:15 - 32:30)

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· On to number 13, discussion

·3· ·and possible action on R4379A-22 and CU2108-22, Donald

·4· ·and Nancy Brunson.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· So this is certainly a unique

·6· ·petition.· As you remember, we worked on this one last

·7· ·month with a petition -- or a motion to -- or an action

·8· ·to table it until the Town updates their Comprehensive

·9· ·Plan.· From staff perspective, there are some concerns

10· ·with that motion because it doesn't give the petitioner

11· ·an action item.· It doesn't give them an approval or a

12· ·denial, and it doesn't give them really any end date of

13· ·a potential approval or denial.· It's kind of out there

14· ·floating in space waiting for something to happen that

15· ·we don't know if it's going to happen or when it's

16· ·going to happen.

17· · · · · · ·So the uncertainty of that does provide some

18· ·concerns from staff, from my perspective, and our

19· ·counsel's perspective.· In addition, so the -- the

20· ·formal opinion -- or the formal recommendation from the

21· ·Town was to approve.· I know you've heard a lot of back

22· ·and forth from different members of the public saying

23· ·it should be denied or it should be approved,

24· ·specifically the Town is, "not following their

25· ·Comprehensive Plan."· Really, that's at the Town level
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·1· ·and that's a Town concern.

·2· · · · · · ·Again, from my perspective, the Town's formal

·3· ·decision was to approve it.· If the Town has issues

·4· ·with their recommendation, they should review it at the

·5· ·Town level.· The Town Comprehensive Plan is meant for

·6· ·the Town to provide guidance and their recommendations.

·7· ·And if the Town isn't following that, unfortunately,

·8· ·that's a -- that's a Town issue.· At the County level,

·9· ·again, we'll review it for our plan and ordinances,

10· ·which I believe the Committee did, and we had that

11· ·discussion last month.

12· · · · · · ·And then just one final note, that even if

13· ·the Committee were to approve this, County Board were

14· ·to approve the rezone, the Town still has the option to

15· ·veto the decision.· So if the Town reviews their action

16· ·and decides that they did not follow their

17· ·Comprehensive Plan, that they can simply provide a

18· ·resolution to the County clerk after the County has

19· ·approved and, therefore, deny the petition.· So the --

20· ·the Town still has opportunities to change their

21· ·decision.· Since then, we haven't heard anything from

22· ·the Town that they wish to change their decision, their

23· ·Town decision is to approve the petition.

24· · · · · · ·And right now it -- it's a little gray at the

25· ·County level when we're potentially denying something,
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·1· ·even though the Town approved it.

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· And with that, we need a

·3· ·motion to take it off the table, and I will so move.

·4· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Second.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Is there any discussion on

·6· ·that?· All in favor.· Aye.

·7· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Aye.

·8· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Aye.

·9· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· Aye.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Okay.· Now, I guess I will

11· ·start it off.· I know Mr. Nass has said it, and I --

12· ·I'd like to kind of follow that along.· Ever since I've

13· ·gotten on the Committee, you know, as much as sometimes

14· ·it pains me to support some Town decisions, their

15· ·decision at the Town level was to approve it.· And, you

16· ·know, regardless, I guess, which way, you know, the

17· ·Town wants to take action and go back on it, if they do

18· ·decide to, I think we have our -- our -- our

19· ·prerogative to approve this, because as far as we've

20· ·seen it, it does meet our plan.

21· · · · · · ·The Town's comprehensive, if I'm not

22· ·mistaken, is technically out of date right now, if I

23· ·heard that right, so it's not -- I guess, it's not our

24· ·issue to decide with if each Town has their

25· ·Comprehensive Plan up to our plan.· So is there any
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·1· ·other comments?

·2· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· I'll -- I'll add in -- in

·3· ·here a couple -- a couple questions I have.· And, one,

·4· ·is an out-of-date plan enforceable?

·5· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· That's a very gray area.

·6· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· That's --

·7· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· And --

·8· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· -- my first question.· All

·9· ·right.· And I knew that was what the answer was going

10· ·to be.· Two, it -- I don't know the exact wording of --

11· ·of their plan, other than they showed us the map last

12· ·time.· And it's always been my understanding, and

13· ·correct me if I'm wrong, but Town Plans get

14· ·incorporated into our -- into our County Plan, we have

15· ·to take that into consideration.

16· · · · · · ·And -- and I have a -- my -- as I stated last

17· ·time, I have a concern of being essentially an -- an --

18· ·an accomplice in not following the rules.· And I -- I

19· ·don't want to put my -- myself into that position or

20· ·this Board into that position of not following the --

21· ·our own rules and their rules.· So that's my concern

22· ·with this.

23· · · · · · ·I -- I don't inherently have any problem with

24· ·the development.· I think it's natural, and it's

25· ·probably a good idea; but the point is, is I -- I just
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·1· ·for sometime.· And unfortunately, they're behind on

·2· ·updating theirs.· And we're in a gray area whether

·3· ·their -- whether their plan applies or not since it's

·4· ·expired.

·5· · · · · · ·So by that, if you want to go by that logic

·6· ·that it's expired, then it automatically defaults to

·7· ·the Comprehensive Plan.

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Correct.

·9· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· And so and I get the

10· ·feeling from the Township area that this is an area

11· ·that if they had renewed their plan, they would

12· ·include.· And from the standpoint that if -- if you

13· ·include some of that development around Concord

14· ·Center --

15· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Put that --

16· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· -- that -- that --

17· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· -- one back on.

18· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· -- releases pressure on

19· ·more -- on other rural areas if you've got an outlet

20· ·there.· And I -- I see they have other outlets there,

21· ·too, but I understand where it's, you know, the

22· ·business wants to be consolidated in one spot.· So my

23· ·opinion at this point personally is that it can be

24· ·approved because that's consistent with what the

25· ·Township has approved in the past.· And I can't really
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·1· ·say that their -- their land use plan, in all

·2· ·certainty, applies at this point because it's expired.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Yeah, agreed.· So any other

·4· ·discussions?· I would make a motion to approve the

·5· ·rezone.· We've got to do that separate, right?· Rezone

·6· ·and the conditional use, or can they be combined in the

·7· ·same motion?

·8· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· I'd say on this one just do them

·9· ·separate so we can get --

10· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Okay.

11· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· -- the reasons for the rezone and

12· ·conditional use separately.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· I will make a motion to

14· ·approve the rezone.

15· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· I'll second that.· And

16· ·I'll add as part of the discussion, the other thing

17· ·that -- that pushes me that direction is when he read

18· ·this and --

19· · · · · · ·Read that part again about adjacent to.

20· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Future -- any future businesses

21· ·that do locate in Concord should be limited to

22· ·locations within the hamlet, adjacent to properties

23· ·currently utilized for business purposes.

24· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Okay.· So it is adjacent

25· ·to, yeah.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Yeah.

·2· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· What page is that on?

·3· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Fifty-seven.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Any other discussion?· All in

·5· ·favor of the rezone, signify by saying aye.

·6· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Aye.

·7· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· Aye.

·8· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Aye.

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Aye.· Opposed.· Four to zero

10· ·for the rezone.· And the reasons are basically we've

11· ·noted that the Town has approved other ones and it is

12· ·adjacent to an existing business property.

13· · · · · · ·Now, on the conditional use --

14· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Deb has got some --

15· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Oh, Deb, sorry.

16· · · · · · ·MS. MAGRITZ:· No, that's quite all right.

17· ·Likely, you would condition your approval upon road

18· ·access approval by the maintaining authority, receipt

19· ·of suitable soil test; receipt of and recording of the

20· ·final certified survey map.· The fact that rezoning

21· ·shall be null and void and have no effect one year from

22· ·date of County Board approval unless all applicable

23· ·conditions have been completed by that date.· And then

24· ·soil test required if bathrooms are proposed.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Deb, who -- does Blane have to
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·1· ·read his --

·2· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· No.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· -- into it?

·4· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· No.

·5· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· No.

·6· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· No, okay.

·7· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Because it's not a

·8· ·residential.

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Okay.

10· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· It's not a residential.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· And then CU2108-22.

12· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· I'll make a motion to

13· ·approve.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Second.· Any other discussion

15· ·on this?· All in favor.· Aye.

16· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· Aye.

17· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR NASS:· Aye.

18· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR ZASTROW:· Aye.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIR JAECKEL:· Opposed?· Motion carries.

20· · · · · · ·MS. MAGRITZ:· And likely you would condition

21· ·that upon the stormwater management plan; no customers

22· ·onsite, only employees; and no outside storage.

23· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· And you remember we had those

24· ·couple of those other items with the cars potentially

25· ·backing up on to --
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·1· ·61 conditional uses in A-2 zoning.· Some are consistent

·2· ·with our plan, and some are not.

·3· · · · · · ·We have approved six A-2 zoning requests

·4· ·since the passage of our plan.· Two for small increases

·5· ·in size for commercial enterprise, which pre-existed

·6· ·our plan; two for the storage of contractors' equipment

·7· ·by homeowners for businesses operated offsite; and two

·8· ·for agricultural use.· The town has consistently denied

·9· ·requests for new commercial enterprises outside the

10· ·hamlet and A-2 zoning.· Denials include a wedding barn,

11· ·landscape business, kennel, disc golf course, and a

12· ·wrestling camp.

13· · · · · · ·Questions have also arisen about whether or

14· ·not our plan is valid since it expired in 2019.· At

15· ·that time the town chose to delay updating the plan

16· ·until after the census and after the new county plan

17· ·was complete.· We're currently in the process of

18· ·updating.· I would point out that prior to the decision

19· ·on the Brunson proposal, the town has continued to

20· ·operate as though the plan were in force.· Two of the

21· ·A-2 zoning requests, which were denied by the town

22· ·because they set up new commercial enterprises outside

23· ·the hamlet, were -- were decided in the last two years.

24· · · · · · ·Thank you.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · ·So we'll take a roll call vote.

·2· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· I have to add it, so just give me

·3· ·one second.· Okay.· You can go ahead and vote.

·4· · · · · · ·MALE SPEAKER:· Mr. Chair, would you just

·5· ·clarify the response is yes and no?

·6· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Oh, the -- the yeses would be

·7· ·to postpone.· No would be to not postpone.

·8· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· I have several who are not -- it

·9· ·doesn't show as voting.· Are you -- do you have

10· ·connection issues?

11· · · · · · ·FEMALE SPEAKER:· Yes.

12· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Richardson, Supervisor

13· ·Preuss.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· It didn't register.

15· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR:· I'm trying.

16· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Mielke.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· It's not registering, so you

18· ·can verbally tell us.

19· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Degner.

20· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· That was a yes, I believe he

21· ·said.

22· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Groose.

23· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR GROOSE:· Yes.

24· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Smith.

25· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR SMITH:· Yes.
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·1· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Martin.

·2· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR MARTIN:· Yes.

·3· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Turville-Heitz.

·4· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR TURVILLE-HEITZ:· Yes.

·5· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Callan.

·6· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR CALLAN:· Yes.

·7· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Gulig.

·8· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR GULIG:· Yes.

·9· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· We have 10 yes, 18 no, and two

10· ·absent.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· That motion fails.· So it is

12· ·back to the floor to -- to the original motion to

13· ·approve or disapprove of these -- this particular

14· ·petition.· Any further discussion on the petition?

15· · · · · · ·Mr. Wineke.

16· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR WINEKE:· Yeah, I'm wondering if,

17· ·like, Matt Zangl could take a few minutes to summarize

18· ·exactly what the issues are here.· I've heard people

19· ·that have indicated that the county had -- was not

20· ·following their own rules, that kind of thing.· And so

21· ·if -- if that could all be clarified as -- as what the

22· ·quick process was, and -- and I'm interested in why the

23· ·-- the board voted unanimously to approve this and

24· ·whether or not it's consistent with the county's plans.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Is Matt here?· Oh, okay.
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·1· ·Matt.

·2· · · · · · ·MR. ZANGL:· Mr. Supervisor Wineke, good

·3· ·question.· So I'll start by saying, I'm trying to think

·4· ·of where to start, it would be my opinion if this

·5· ·proposal was offered anywhere else in the county, that

·6· ·it would be approved.· The planning zoning committee

·7· ·approved it at the last meeting on a five-to-zero --

·8· ·four-to-zero vote, and I think that shows that they

·9· ·would approve this in any area.

10· · · · · · ·I agree with the committees determination

11· ·that it meets the county's comprehensive plan and the

12· ·county's zoning ordinances.· The confusion, or the --

13· ·the struggle, comes into play that the town planning

14· ·commission voted to deny the petition.· The town board,

15· ·the one who makes the formal decision on behalf of the

16· ·board, voted to approve it.· So you're seeing here

17· ·today the -- the conflict, or the struggle, between the

18· ·question of, did the town follow their comprehensive

19· ·plan.

20· · · · · · ·Am I the one to offer that suggestion?  I

21· ·don't know.· I didn't create the plan.· I don't read

22· ·the plan on a daily basis.· I -- I don't know.· I can't

23· ·speak on behalf of that.

24· · · · · · ·You've heard comments today that the town did

25· ·not follow that comprehensive plan; however, the town
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·1· ·board did approve the petition, the formal decision or

·2· ·recommendation to the planning zoning committee, of

·3· ·which they review, was to approve the petition.

·4· · · · · · ·Does that answer it in a short statement?

·5· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR WINEKE: (Indiscernible).

·6· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· I think Buck had his hand up

·7· ·first.· Mr. Supervisor Smith.

·8· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR SMITH:· Thank you, Mr. Chair.· My

·9· ·concern with this, I was contacted by several people,

10· ·and as this went to the town, they were unaware that it

11· ·was there, so they were not able to oppose it.· And at

12· ·the point it had passed, now they're arguing that

13· ·that's the reason why we should support it.· That I

14· ·personally think this is like the property in Palmyra

15· ·where it should get sent back to the town and then

16· ·should figure it out.

17· · · · And if they send it back, you know, pass it or

18· ·not, but I think the town should -- this should go back

19· ·to the town and let them decide more if they're in

20· ·favor of it or not so people have more of an option to

21· ·disagree -- agree or disagree with it.

22· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Supervisor Morris.

23· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR MORRIS:· Without trying to put our

24· ·corp counsel in a difficult position, I wondered if we

25· ·could get an opinion from the corporation counsel.
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·1· · · · · · ·MR. WARD:· Thank you.· Rezoning is presented

·2· ·-- the petition is presented to the county board.

·3· ·State statutes contemplate that it's a joint endeavor.

·4· ·The -- a rezoning doesn't happen unless the town and

·5· ·the county want it to happen.· That's why state

·6· ·statutes give each government the authority to rezone.

·7· ·Specifically with a rezoning request, the county has

·8· ·the ability to approve a rezoning petition, which is

·9· ·what's on the floor right now before the county board,

10· ·and the town has the authority to veto it.· So 40 days

11· ·after it's passed, if the county does approve the

12· ·rezoning, the town can veto it.

13· · · · · · ·So do we want to get into town politics?· As

14· ·a -- as a matter of doing business, the county asks the

15· ·town before acting on a zoning petition, does the town

16· ·support the rezoning petition?· In this case, the town

17· ·said, yes, it does support the rezoning petition, and

18· ·the planning and zoning committee voted to rezone or

19· ·grant the rezoning petition.· Now we have the county

20· ·board asked -- being asked to make that decision.

21· · · · · · ·We have a number of people who are opposing

22· ·the rezoning, but legally, we -- we have a petition

23· ·before the board, and there is nothing preventing, or

24· ·if -- if we do choose to deny the rezoning petition, I

25· ·know that's not on the floor right now, there was --
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·1· ·there was a request to return it or postpone it, but

·2· ·what -- what basis does the county have to deny it?

·3· ·There have been some statements made that it's

·4· ·inconsistent with town county -- town -- town

·5· ·comprehensive plan.

·6· · · · · · ·Now, it -- it -- the town comprehensive plan

·7· ·is three years out of date, it's expired.· So what

·8· ·relevance do you want to give that?· Focus on the

·9· ·county's comprehensive plan, the county's zoning

10· ·ordinance, the recommendation of the planning and

11· ·zoning committee.· And my opinion is that this is a

12· ·petition to rezone that should be granted.· There's --

13· ·there's nothing inappropriate about granting this

14· ·petition.· I -- I see no issues.

15· · · · · · ·Issues have been raised by the public, but

16· ·these aren't issues that concern me where I would

17· ·advise the county board to postpone the rezoning

18· ·petition or deny it, but of course the -- the committee

19· ·certainly -- or the county board has its option, I've

20· ·-- I've addressed this with other supervisors, the

21· ·county board can take action, as it would with any

22· ·other matter before it, it can approve the rezoning and

23· ·it can deny it, it can refer it back to committee, or

24· ·-- or postpone it or amend the zoning petition.

25· · · · · · ·I don't know what amendments would be made,
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·1· ·but those are the options that state law gives the

·2· ·county board in a situation like this.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Further discussion?

·4· · · · · · ·Mr. Backlund.

·5· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR BACKLUND:· Yeah, I think corp

·6· ·counsel answered it, but he was asked -- Mr. Smith was

·7· ·asking about, you know, can we send it back, but the

·8· ·reality is they have the veto power.· So even if we

·9· ·approved it, sending it back would only take time, but

10· ·they still -- if we approve it, they can still veto it

11· ·and stop the project.

12· · · · · · ·MR. WARD:· If the town chose to, the town

13· ·could, yes.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Mr. -- Mr. Kannard.

15· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR KANNARD:· I will abstain for

16· ·potential conflict of interest.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Thank you.

18· · · · · · ·Mr. Jaeckel.

19· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR JAECKEL:· Thank you again,

20· ·Mr. Chairman.· A few of the things Mr. -- corporation

21· ·counsel stated it very well.· The way things have --

22· ·are laid out, at least from what I understand, a lot

23· ·after sitting through several hours with him at the

24· ·Fair Park in the middle of winter for a We Energies

25· ·thing.· I -- I know there's -- there was lots of
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·1· ·questions going on that way.

·2· · · · · · ·I think if everybody actually has met, you

·3· ·know, us on the zoning committee, I would think you

·4· ·would realize we actually do thoughtfully think this

·5· ·stuff through.· We do ask corporation counsel lots of

·6· ·times for guidance to it.· A few of the points I will

·7· ·bring up, like (indiscernible) town plan is out of date

·8· ·three years.· Most -- most places can get business done

·9· ·within three years.· If they wanted to update it, amend

10· ·it, or continue it, they could have done stuff like

11· ·that pretty easily.

12· · · · · · ·Second thing would be, everyone around here

13· ·either lives in a town or a city, and I think you vote

14· ·for new town board members, city board councils, and

15· ·stuff like that every couple of years, regardless.· So,

16· ·you know, when -- when a board overrides committee,

17· ·because technically, I think that's what a planning

18· ·commission is, is a committee, they are not elected to

19· ·that, at least not on any of the town boards I know of;

20· ·they're all appointed.· It would be like us, you know,

21· ·just going off on one of our appointed administration

22· ·-- administration people and leaving them have the full

23· ·range of everything we do.· That's why we do it here,

24· ·you know, so we can oversee it.

25· · · · · · ·But I think, you know, when the town had
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·1· ·approved it, and we said we would approve it and even

·2· ·thought back to say, you know, postponed it another

·3· ·time to -- to just see if the town came back within a

·4· ·month and said they had some major change, I don't see

·5· ·a reason for us not to go forward with approving this.

·6· ·Thank you.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· I saw another hand up here

·8· ·earlier.· Any other -- Mr. Johns hasn't spoken yet.

·9· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR JOHNS:· Thank you, Mr. Chair.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· And then we can go back to

11· ·you, Supervisor Martin.

12· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR JOHNS:· This project is in my

13· ·district over in -- outside of Farmington, so I -- I've

14· ·been weighing this back and forth for the last couple

15· ·of days.· It's become quite an issue in my -- in my

16· ·district there and certainly on that side of it.

17· · · · · · ·But I think corporate counsel helped us out

18· ·here a little bit with the possibility of the -- of the

19· ·town board vetoing this if, in fact, they chose to do

20· ·that.· It's a town board and the town planning group.

21· ·It gives them 40 days.· It's an off-ramp.· It's an

22· ·opportunity for an off-ramp for them, if, in fact,

23· ·that's what their constituents or that town board wants

24· ·to do.· I'm not advocating for that, but I'm just

25· ·saying there is an off-ramp, in fact, if it's -- if
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·1· ·it's -- if it's -- if it's taken up by the town.

·2· · · · · · ·So I just want to thank you corporate counsel

·3· ·for pointing that out.· It -- it does -- it is a

·4· ·factor.· Thank you.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Supervisor Martin.

·6· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR MARTIN:· Thank you, Mr. Chair.

·7· ·Just one question for clarification from corporate

·8· ·counsel.

·9· · · · · · ·Is it my understanding that we do not really

10· ·have clarity on -- as to whether a town plan, which is

11· ·technically outdated, still is legally binding?· Thank

12· ·you.

13· · · · · · ·MR. WARD:· No, that's a good question.  I

14· ·found -- through my research, I found no guidance on

15· ·whether or not -- what -- what the effect of an

16· ·outdated town plan would be; but it is my opinion that

17· ·it would not be appropriate to say, just because the

18· ·town plan is outdated, therefore, there can never be

19· ·any rezoning petitions granted in that town.· So

20· ·assuming it has an -- an effect, well, what is that

21· ·effect?· And in my opinion that effect isn't a basis to

22· ·deny the rezoning request.

23· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR MARTIN:· Thank you.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Mr. Poulson.

25· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR POULSON:· I would make a motion to
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·1· ·call the vote.

·2· · · · · · ·MALE SPEAKER:· He's just calling for the

·3· ·question.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· He's calling for the

·5· ·question.

·6· · · · · · ·Is there a second to that?· This can only be

·7· ·approved by a majority -- majority vote, because

·8· ·basically what you're doing is -- is ending discussion.

·9· ·And so the motion is on the floor to -- it's a

10· ·two-thirds vote, yes, it is a two-thirds vote.· So

11· ·motion on the floor to -- to call a question.· This is

12· ·not for the question, just whether or not to call it

13· ·and end debate.· So we'll take a roll call vote.

14· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· I have to add this.

15· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Okay, okay.· The motion on

16· ·the floor right now is to end debate.· It is not for or

17· ·against this petition.· It is to end debate.· That's

18· ·all it is.· If you vote yes, you want to end the

19· ·debate.· No, you want to allow people to have their say

20· ·any further.

21· · · · · · ·Mr. Kannard.

22· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR KANNARD:· I would like to ask,

23· ·Blair, do I need to abstain from this, or should I

24· ·vote?

25· · · · · · ·MR. WARD:· My -- my advice is since you
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·1· ·abstained from the main motion, that you would abstain

·2· ·from any secondary or subsidiary motions, so yes.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Let us know when you're

·4· ·ready, madam clerk.

·5· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· I'm ready.

·6· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Madam clerk, you're ready,

·7· ·okay.

·8· · · · · · ·We can vote.

·9· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Richardson.

10· ·Supervisor Preuss.· Supervisor Mielke.· Supervisor

11· ·Degner.

12· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR DEGNER:· Yeah.

13· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Groose.

14· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR GROOSE:· Yeah.

15· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Smith.

16· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR SMITH:· No.

17· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Martin.

18· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR MARTIN:· No.

19· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Turville-Heitz.

20· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR TURVILLE-HEITZ:· Yes.

21· · · · · · ·MS. MCGRAW:· Supervisor Callan.· Supervisor

22· ·Gulig.· Twenty-one yes, six no, one abstain, two

23· ·absent.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· So now the original motion is

25· ·on the floor for approval or disapproval of -- of this
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·1· ·petition.· Any further discussion?

·2· · · · · · ·Mr. Smith.

·3· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR SMITH:· I just had a question, is

·4· ·this going to be sent back to the same board that sent

·5· ·it here that has already approved it?· Is that the

·6· ·same --

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Yes.

·8· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR SMITH:· -- board?

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· It's the same board.· It

10· ·hasn't changed.

11· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR SMITH:· Okay.· Thanks.

12· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Yeah.

13· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR SMITH:· Thank you.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Yeah.· Okay.· All in favor?

15· ·Oh, wait, wait.

16· · · · · · ·Do you have -- do you have a question, Anita?

17· ·No, okay.

18· · · · · · ·So now we'll do a voice vote on whether to

19· ·approve or disapprove.· If I -- if I can't discern, we

20· ·will have a roll call vote.· All in favor of this

21· ·petition say aye.

22· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR:· Aye.

23· · · · · · ·SUPERVISOR:· Aye.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· Aye.

25· · · · · · ·Opposed?
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·1· ·SUPERVISOR:· No.

·2· ·CHAIR WEHMEIER:· The ayes have it.

·3· · · · · · · · · * * *

·4

·5

·6

·7

·8

·9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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